Abstract o achieve real-time encryption and video data transcoding, current video encryption methods usually integrate encryption algorithm with video compression course. This paper is devoted to discussing the video encryption technology, by encrypting to avoid unauthorized person getting video data. This paper studied the H.264 entropy coding and proposed of CAVLC video encryption scheme which is combined with the process of entropy coding of H.264 CAVLC encryption scheme. Three encryption levels are proposed. In addition, a scrambling method is also proposed which makes the encrypted frames more robust in anti crack. This method showed more robust video data encryption function and compressive rate .
I. Introduction
With range enlarging of digital video application, the demand of video data safety is getting more and more.
Likewise, video data safety is also needed in human detection system. Video data encryption algorithms roughly fall into four kinds: full encryption, selective encryption, DCT permutation encryption and entropy encryption. Full encryption algorithm treats video data as common bit stream. This algorithm provides the highest Security, but it is time-consuming for mass data, so it cannot meet requirement of a real-time system such as human detection system. Selective encryption is also called partial encryption. In the process of video encoding, sectional data is encrypted. Compared with full encryption, selective encryption processes less data, and provides better real-time, but the format information of video data is changed so that the video data no longer has operability. In DCT permutation encryption, DCT coefficients make up a binary code stream and XOR with secret key.
It provides fast encryption speed but low security. In the process of entropy encoding, both coding and encryption are achieved.
Video data is huge, and importance of every part is different. For meet request of security and real-time, it is necessary to design algorithm on the basis of video data features. H.264 lays emphasis on high performance data compression and high reliability of data transmission, while error code-handling capacity is enhanced. Therefore high security and real-time is achieved.
II. H.264 Encoding Standard
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC is a block-oriented motioncompensation-based codec standard developed by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) together with the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG).The intent of the H.264/AVC project was to create a standard capable of providing good video quality at substantially lower bit rates than previous standards, without increasing the complexity of design so much that it would be impractical or excessively expensive to implement. There are 2 parts in H.264 encoding system, one is Video Coding Layer (VCL), and the other is Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) [1] . VCL is used to describe and define Video Content. 
III. Encryption Scheme Based on CAVLC
In this chapter, an encryption based on CAVLC is proposed, and Figure 2 shows the flow of the scheme. 
Coding Sample
From the above explanation, a specific example is showed [6] (1) Number of nonzero coefficients is 5, number of trailing ±1 is 3(1,-1,-1). In the H.264 standard code table, corresponding code word is "0000100".
(2) The three trailing ±1 are coded from right to left.
The coded bit is "011" Encryption functions can be neatly configured to achieve faster encryption speed and higher security.
Encryption Sample
This section gives encryption operation on level 2 for the block in 3.1.2. Stream cipher is used for encryption function. In sign encryption SEA, it combines 1 bit secret key and trailing ±1 by using XOR operator, so is the suffix. Run_before minus 1 bit secret key, if run_before is changed then zero_left need to be update.
Set secret key sequence as: 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1…
The first three bits are used to encrypt signs of trailing ±1 (011), the encrypted code stream is 010; and then one bit is used to encrypt the second suffix and gets 0011; the last four bits are sued to encrypt run_before. The encrypted bit stream is:
"0000100010100111111111101" 표 2. 레벨2 부호화 예 Table 2 .
Sample of Leve2 Encryption
Step Original code Secret key Encrypted code (1) 0000100 No encrypt 0000100 
Signal-to-Noise
The SNR of the encrypted frame luminance component is less than 15. Commonly, when SNR is less than 23 people feel obvious distortion. In table 3 SNR of the frames is showed. In QCIF (176*144), encryption time is 40392 and length of secret key is 173448 bit which has a low complexity of encryption operation.
Security Analysis
Security depends on stream cipher which can resist Know-Plaintext Attack. On resisting of exhaustive attack, P and B frames used most of encryption operation, so it is hard to crack P and B frames. It has to crack ((W*H/ (4*4) +1/2*W*H/ (4*4)) 4 secret keys to crack I frame. And in scrambling the macro block, a qcif frame has 11*9 macro blocks, it needs ((W*H/ (4*4) +1/2*W*H/ (4*4)) 4*99! secret keys to crack I frame.
Coding Compression Analysis
In level 1, the encryption only changed the sign of trailing ±1 which is the code stream in entropy coding.
So the code length is not changed. In level 2, value of suffix is changed while the bit length of suffix is not changed so that code length is not changed. In level 3, same bit length secret key encrypted the coded suffix, so code length is not changed. There is no influence of compression efficiency.
Maneuverability Analysis
The encrypted code stream still meets the H.264 standards, so the maneuverability is persevered.
V. Conclusion and Future Work
In [7] , it combined encryption with compression and included both CAVLC and QTC (quantized transform coefficients). [8] used permutation code and DES encryption algorithm. [9] presented a chaotic VEA which is not just in view of H.264. [10] presented method of SCAN-based permutation encryption algorithm. [11] proposed a transparent scrambling in DCT domain.
In recent years GPU and CPU Performance increase exponentially, multistage encryption can be achieved in real time video system.
In the paper, key point of CAVLC video encryption is that video data is encrypted in the process of entropy coding. After that, by macro block scrambling the scheme has a very high performance in security and while the system can meet the complexity of encryption. Different encryption levels can be used in many applications.
In future, the main emphasis is that on the basis of video data features, the combining of entropy coding and encryption. In aspect of key stream synchronization and key distribution, they remain to be further studied.
Also video encryption algorithm based on region of interest remains to be studied. Such as human face encryption or moving things encryption which is very useful in Video surveillance.
In addition, the scheme is based on H.264 and used entropy coding of H.264. However, as the standards of video coding continues to develop, there is possibility to achieve the objective which not only encodes video but also encrypts video.
